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Keppel, G. & Wickens, T. D. Design and Analysis  
Chapter 22: The Three-Factor Design: Analytical Analysis 

 
22.1 Overview of the Analytical Analysis 
• We’ll work through the material in this chapter, but you’ll also work through a numerical 
example from Maxwell & Delaney (pp. 325 – 340) in lab. They provide a fairly clear 
explication of how one might approach a three-way analysis. In general, the approach is the 
same as that for a two-way ANOVA. That is, you should first consider the three-way 
interaction. If that effect is significant, then you would focus your attention on explaining it. 
If not significant, then you would focus your attention on the two-way interactions. In the 
absence of any interactions you would focus your attention on the main effects. 
• K&W describe a range of analyses that one may consider in attempting to understand a 
three-way interaction. I think that it may make more sense to consider the possible analyses 
in the context of the problem (as K&W do subsequently). 
 
22.2 Analyses Involving the Cell Means 
• As K&W note, when the three-way interaction is significant, you would focus on 
explaining the interaction by examining the two-way interactions at each level of a factor. 
Doing so with their example is a bit muddied by the fact that the three-way interaction is not 
significant. (In fact, only one two-way interaction is actually significant.) For that reason, 
you may want to look carefully at the M&D example from lab. 
• For the K&W466 example, you could look at the interaction of Type of Feedback and Type 
of Word for each Age separately. Thus, you would be looking at two separate 3x3 analyses. 
Constructing these analyses in SPSS involves Select Cases to restrict the analyses to just 5th 
Graders and then just Seniors, or Split File to both simultaneously, as seen below: 
 

Fifth Graders 
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Seniors 

 
 
• Of course, note that in the presence of homogeneity of variance, you would want to use the 
MSError from the overall ANOVA (1.889). Thus, for 5th Graders, the Feedback x WordType 
interaction would produce F = 5.833 / 1.889 = 3.09. For the Seniors, the Feedback x 
WordType interaction would produce F = .333 / 1.889 = .18.  
• Even though the three-way interaction was not significant, you might expect a pattern like 
this one when a three-way interaction is significant. That is, there appears to be an interaction 
between Feedback and WordType for the 5th Graders, but not for the Seniors. 

    
• Thus, it appears that for Seniors, there is no effect for Type of Feedback nor for Type of 
Word. However, there is an interaction between Type of Feedback and Type of Word. The 
next step, then, would be to compute simple effects and interaction comparisons to 
understand the interaction. (Sound familiar?)  
• As K&W illustrate, we could analyze the simple effect of Type of Feedback for just the 
HiF/HiE words (just for the 5th Graders). (Then, we would next look at the simple effects of 
Type of Feedback for the other two types of words.) Using Select Cases (to eliminate all but 
the Fifth Graders who got HiF/HiE words), I could then compute a One-Way ANOVA 
(because I used numerals to indicate levels of the factors, otherwise I’d have to use the 
General Linear Model approach in SPSS). This ANOVA yields the crucial SS, df, and MS 
that I need for the simple effect. Of course, instead of using the MSError in the output, I would 
want to substitute the MSError from the overall ANOVA (1.889), which yields F = 25.8 / 1.889 
= 13.66. 
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HiF/HiE  
 
• As K&W note, the other two simple effects are not significant, though I’ll produce both sets 
of output below. 

HiF/LoE  

LoF/LoE  
 
As before, I would need to replace the MSError terms above with the MSError from the overall 
ANOVA. That said, both of the simple effects would be non-significant. For LoF/LoE, the 
simple effect of Type of Feedback would yield F = .467 / 1.889 = .247. For HiF/LoE, the 
simple effect of Type of Feedback would yield F = 1.667 / 1.889 = .882. (I’m not sure why 
these values differ from those produced by K&W.) 
• Next, of course, you’d need to explain the source of the significant simple effect. Doing so 
might lead you to compute a set of simple comparisons, but K&W illustrate a complex 
comparison that compares No Feedback with (Positive + Negative Feedback) or {1, -.5, -.5}. 
To set up that contrast in SPSS, I used Select Cases to get Fifth Graders who got HiF/HiE 
words. Then, among that group, I coded the Positive and Negative Feedback people 
identically. Thus, the source table below represents just the complex comparison called for 
by K&W (and produces just the MSComparison that they obtain). Again, I’d need to use the 
pooled MSError from the overall ANOVA, so F = 50.7 / 1.889 = 26.84. 

 
• You could also compute simple comparisons (e.g., None vs. Positive, None vs. Negative, 
and Positive vs. Negative Feedback). Doing so would be fairly straightforward in SPSS. 
• You’ll note that K&W are assessing these F-ratios without concern from αFW. If you were 
concerned about inflated chance of Type I error, you might take a “simpler” approach here 
and compute a critical mean difference. Using the Fisher-Hayter approach (and αFW = .10), I 
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would get a critical mean difference of 2.48. I would then conclude that for the Fifth Graders 
given LoF/LoE or HiF/LoE, the effects of feedback were equivalent. However, for the Fifthe 
Graders given HiF/HiE, No Feedback led to significantly higher scores than either Positive or 
Negative Feedback (which did not differ). 
 
• Another way to approach the two-way interaction found for Fifth Graders might be to look 
at simple contrast-by-factor interactions or interaction contrasts. K&W illustrate looking at 
the comparison of Positive and Negative Feedback for the three levels of Type of Word (but 
just for the Fifth Graders). To produce this analysis, I would start with Select Cases and 
choose only Fifth Graders who received Positive or Negative Feedback. Then, I would 
compute a two-way ANOVA with Type of Feedback (with the two levels: Positive and 
Negative) and Type of Word (LoF/LoE, HiF/LoE, HiF/HiE). The source table would be: 
 

 
 
For our purposes, we need to look at the interaction effect, which has SS = .867, df = 2, and 
MS = .433. We would, again, create an F by dividing this MS by MSError from the overall 
ANOVA (1.889) to produce F = .229 (the same non-significant F obtained by K&W). 
 
• To compute an interaction contrast between two types of Feedback (Positive and Negative) 
and two types of Word (HiF/LoE and HiF/HiE), you would again use Select Cases. The 
resulting 2x2 ANOVA would produce the relevant interaction, with MS = .05. The resulting 
F = .05 / 1.889 = .03 and is not significant. 
 

 
 
• Even though the three-way interaction was not actually significant, you should now have an 
appreciation for how one would “drill down” through the data to arrive at an understanding 
of a three-way interaction (by comparing a set of two-way interactions, etc.). 
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22.3 Effects Based on the Marginal Means 
• If a factor with more than two levels is not involved in any interaction, and it produces a 
significant main effect, you would need to analyze that factor to determine the source of the 
main effect. K&W illustrate a complex comparison (No Feedback vs. (Positive + Negative 
Feedback)), which you can produce in SPSS by ignoring the other two factors and creating 
identical level names for the Positive and Negative Feedback conditions (so that None = 1 
and both Positive and Negative = 2). Then, you would simply compute an analysis on Recall 
scores for this “new” between factor with two levels. The means and source table are seen 
below: 

 

 
Again, the appropriate MSError would come from the overall ANOVA, so the FComp = 26.45 / 
1.889 = 14.00.  
• In the original analysis, there was actually a significant interaction between WordType and 
Age. Given an insignificant three-way interaction, you should actually have first attempted to 
explain this two-way interaction. Doing so requires that you approach this interaction as you 
would any two-way interaction (as in Chs. 12 & 13). If you are interested in the simple 
effects of WordType for Fifth Graders, you would Select Cases so that only the Fifth Graders 
are included and then compute a one-way ANOVA on WordType: 
 

 

 
Using the appropriate MSError from the overall would give you F = 36.467 / 1.889 = 19.30.  
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• Next, you would compute the same simple effect, but for the Seniors, as seen below: 

 

 
With the appropriate MSError, F = 4.067 / 1.889 = 2.15. 
• Thus, the levels of WordType differ for Fifth Graders, but not for Seniors. However, 
because WordType has three levels, you still need to determine how those three conditions 
might differ. You might compute a series of simple comparisons (LoF/LoE vs. HiF/LoE, 
LoF/LoE vs. HiF/HiE, HiF/LoE vs. HiF/HiE). Or, as K&W do, you could conduct a complex 
comparison of (LoF/LoE+HiF/LoE) vs. HiF/HiE, or Low Emotion Words vs. High Emotion 
Words. To get SPSS to compute this comparison means that you’ll use Select Cases to 
include only the Fifth Graders and then create a variable in which the Low Emotion 
participants are all given the same code (e.g., 1) and the High Emotion participants are all 
given the same code (e.g., 2). The resulting output will look like this: 

 

 
Using the appropriate MSError, F = 72.9 / 1.889 = 38.59.  
 
• K&W also illustrate the computation of a contrast-by-factor interaction for the contrast of 
(HiF/LoE vs. HiF/HiE) by Age. In other words, does the difference between recall for High 
Frequency words depend on the emotional content of the words and does that effect vary 
between Fifth Graders and Seniors? In SPSS, you’d first Select Cases to exclude WordType 
= LoF/LoE. Then, you’d compute a two-way ANOVA on WordType and Age, with the 
results shown below: 
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In this case, the simple 2x2 interaction would yield F = 12.15 / 1.889 = 6.43.  
• K&W also suggest an interaction contrast between a complex comparison of No Feedback 
vs. (Positive + Negative Feedback) with just the High Frequency Words (HiF/LoE vs. 
HiF/HiE). That analysis is simple to set up in SPSS, by first setting up a variable in which the 
No Feedback participants are given the same number (e.g., 1) and the Feedback participants 
are given a different number (e.g., 2). Then, using Select Cases, exclude the participants who 
got Low Frequency words. Then, compute a two-way ANOVA on the revised “Feedback” 
variable and the WordType variable with the appropriate cases selected. The results, seen 
below, are entirely consistent with K&W’s results: 
 

 
 

That is, the resulting F = 6.533 / 1.889 = 3.46, which would not be significant. 
 
22.4 Three-Factor Interaction Components 
• K&W suggest that researchers may often have specific planned analyses that would include 
prediction of interactions. Using interaction components, researchers can assess very specific 
effects. For example, K&W propose the three-way comparison of No Feedback vs. Feedback 
(None vs. (Positive + Negative Feedback)) x Low vs. High Emotional Value for High 
Frequency words (HiF/LoE vs. HiF/HiE) x Age (Fifth Graders vs. Seniors). Thus, they are 
proposing a 2x2x2 analysis to see if there is a three-way interaction within this specific set of 
means. Setting up this analysis requires Select Cases to use only the High Frequency words. 
Then, it requires setting up a variable (which I called cplxcomp) so that the participants 
receiving no feedback are given a unique score (e.g., 1) and the participants given some 
feedback are given a different score (e.g., 2). Then all three factors (with two modified as 
above) would be entered into a three-way ANOVA. The resulting source table shows MSAxBxC 
= 7.5, which is the same value that K&W obtained. Using the proper MSError, F = 7.5 / 1.889 
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= 3.97, which is not quite significant as a planned analysis. Nonetheless, as K&W point out, 
the overall three-way interaction was not even close to significant, so this interaction analysis 
is indicative of some underlying effect that might emerge with more power. [Note that K&W 
do distinguish between testing unplanned comparisons without concern for αFW. I’m not sure 
why they were testing the prior analyses without similar concern.] 
 
• Of course, if you treat this three-way (2x2x2) interaction as significant, the next step would 
be to attempt to explain the interaction by computing other comparisons. In this case, you 
could test the two 2x2 interactions that would arise under the two levels of Age. That is, you 
could look at the 2x2 ANOVA (with the two modified variables) for Fifth Graders and then 
for Seniors. The only change from the previous SPSS analysis is that I would now modify 
Select Cases to include, first, Fifth Graders and then Seniors. The two analyses are shown 
below. 

Fifth Graders   
 

Seniors   
 
After using the appropriate MSError, you would obtain F = 14.017 / 1.889 = 7.42 for the Fifth 
Graders and F = .01667 / 1.889 = .009. 
 
22.5 Contrast-by-Factor Interactions 
• K&W illustrate a contrast-by-factor analysis in which the Feedback factor is set up as a 
complex comparison (None vs. (Positive + Negative)), which is entered into the full three-
way analysis with the other two (unmodified) factors. The resulting source table is roughly 
the same as the one K&W show in Table 22.6, once adjusted to use the appropriate MSError. 
Note that instead of Feedback, I’ve used CPLXCOMP as the name for Feedback (to indicate 
that it’s a complex comparison).  
• Thus, the comparison effect itself would be F = 26.45 / 1.889 = 14. The interaction of the 
comparison with WordType would be F = 6.467 / 1.889 = 3.42. The interaction of the 
comparison with Age would be F = 8.45 / 1.889 = 4.47. Finally, the interaction of the 
comparison with WordType x Age would be F = 5 / 1.889 = 2.65. 
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22.6 Extension to Higher-Order Designs 
• As K&W note, the general approach to higher-order designs would be roughly the same. 
That is, look for the highest-order interaction and see if it’s significant. If so, then begin to 
explain it by looking for differences among the next lower interactions broken down by 
levels of the highest-order interaction. Or, you could take my advice and limit your studies to 
no more than three factors! J 
 


